FIT RX // MOBILITY

GET BACK ON

THE MAT!
How yoga can help your pistols

CROSSFIT ATHLETES TEND TO BE HIGH ENERGY AND COMPETITIVE. Yoga is
a good balance for these Type A personalities. Lesley Allen knows that from experience. The owner of True Spirit CrossFit & Yoga in Bozeman, Montana, she’s a Level
2 coach and yoga teacher. “Our box philosophy is that for every day of CrossFit, you
should do a day of yoga,” she says. “We need to balance the yin/yang energies and
develop body control.” We may do mobility work post-WOD but there’s something
to be said for a regular yoga practice. From a beginning meditation that hones our
concentration to the last posture of Savasana (Corpse Pose), yoga gives us an edge
at the box. It increases mobility and fl xibility, strengthens muscles, improves balance, and teaches focus. “In fact,” Allen adds, “Glassman’s original definition me tions the importance of fl xibility. People forget about that. It’s one of the ten skills.”
WHY ARE PISTOLS SO TOUGH?
Pistol squats are one of the toughest bodyweight movements. They involve
balancing on one leg while extending the other leg in front of you, sitting back
and lowering down into a deep squat, and then standing back up. In a nutshell,
this sequence takes balance, stability, and fl xibility. More specificall , the supporting leg needs good ankle fl xion, strong lower leg muscles, and hip stability.
The main muscles used are the quads and hamstrings, a group of three muscles
in the back of the thigh. The psoas (a hip fl xor) is a pair of muscles that connect
to the lower back, wrap around the front of the torso, and attach to the top of the
femur. These hip fl xors are called into play in the extended leg, as core strength
is needed to hold the leg up. In addition, the hamstrings are passively lengthened
in the lifted leg.
“We sit all day, and that shortens the hamstrings,” says Allen. “If your hamstrings
are tight, you can’t hold the leg out in front.” Allen has her athletes prep for pistols
with couch stretch, which stretches the quads and hip fl xors.
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STRETCH IT OUT

YOGA FOR IMPROVED MOBILITY AND FLEXIBILITY.

KEY YOGA POSTURES FOR BETTER
PISTOLS

TO STRETCH THE HAMSTRINGS:

What differentiates yoga from stretching or banded
distractions is the breath. When you do these yoga
postures, take your time, breathe slowly, and relax
into the stretch. As you do, you’ll find ourself able
to go deeper into the pose.

TO IMPROVE
ANKLE MOBILITY:

Malasana (Garland Squat) is comparable to a deep
squat. Keep the chest up and the toes pointed
forward. Shift your weight from foot to foot or move
your ankles back and forth to increase mobility in the
joint. (not pictured)

HAND-TO-FOOT

To strengthen the standing leg, hip, and lower leg
muscles, stretch the hamstring muscles of the extended
leg and work on balance.
1. Stand with your feet hip-width apart and focus on a
point in front of you. Keeping a steady gaze, shift
your weight to your left foot and bring your right knee
towards your chest, being careful not to fold your
torso over the knee. Hold the shin and take several
breaths. Repeat with the other leg.
2. When you’re able to stay fairly steady, move on to
extending your right leg. Grasp the bottom of your
right foot with both hands (or hold your toes with one
hand) and straighten the leg.
Be patient with yourself. You’ll be steadier on some
days than on others, and you’ll probably balance
easier on one leg than on the other. “To work the
core, quads, and hip fl xors,” says Rountree, “stretch
your raised leg straight in front of you while holding
your hands on your hips or overhead.” With consistent
practice, you’ll experience more fl xibility in your
hamstrings and psoas with increased stability and
balance. All of these will improve your pistol squat.
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3. Reclined Hamstring Stretch addresses tightness in the
hamstrings and hips, says Sage Rountree in her book,
Runners Guide to Yoga. The floor holds our back in a
relatively neutral position and working one leg at a time
lets you pay attention to each muscle.
To do the stretch, lie on your back with your left leg bent.
Raise your right leg toward the ceiling and wrap a strap
over the arch of your right foot. Gently pull on the strap,
bringing the knee closer to your chest, but don’t lock the
knee. Keep your shoulders, neck, and head relaxed. Hold
for ten breaths, and then repeat with the strap around the
left foot. For more intensity, extend your left leg.
4. For a variation, cross the raised leg a few inches to the
right or left. This targets all of the hamstring muscles.
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F or every day
of CrossFit, you
should do a day
of yoga.
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